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Chapter 9: Waste Management 
9.1  Introduction 
 Analyzing Chapman’s waste management programs is an important part of an environmental 
audit because waste can affect the University’s environmental impact and campus safety, especially 
hazardous waste. From an economic perspective, knowing how waste is managed can help the 
University develop waste reduction strategies that can increase cost savings while also becoming 
more sustainable. 
 This chapter will provide an analysis of the University’s waste stream and waste management 
programs. The information in this chapter will incorporate the following components:  
• History of waste management programs at Chapman 
• Baseline data regarding the University’s waste 
• Recommendations on how to reduce waste costs  
• Revenue opportunities for recyclable materials  
• Waste management programs at other colleges/universities 

9.1.1  Waste 
 For over 30 years, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has collected and 
reported data on the generation and disposal of waste in the United States. Chapman generates 
waste products that fall within the two categories of waste:  
Hazardous –Waste that is dangerous or potentially harmful to our health or the environment (EPA, 
2013). Examples of hazardous waste include fluorescent bulbs, chemical products, and batteries.  
Non-hazardous –Better known as municipal solid waste (MSW) or garbage. Consists of items we 
utilize and dispose of every day such as product packaging, plastic bottles, and food scraps. This 
category also includes construction debris and medical waste. 
 In order to properly dispose or recycle all waste materials, both categories of waste must be 
divided into sub-groups. For more information on the waste sub-groups under each category, refer to 
Figure 9.8.1 in the appendix of this chapter.   

9.1.2  U.S. Waste Trends 
 According to the EPA’s 2010 MSW Report, Americans generated about 250 million tons of 
waste (Figure 9.1) and recycled/composted more than 85 million tons of this material, equivalent to a 
34.1% recycling rate (Figure 9.8.2) (EPA, 2010). On average, U.S. citizens recycled and composted 
1.51 pounds out of their individual waste generation of 4.43 pounds per day (EPA, 2010). While solid 
waste generation has increased from 3.66 to 4.43 pounds per person per day between 1980 and 
2010, the recycling rate has also increased from less than 10% of MSW generated in 1980 to about 
34% in 2010 (EPA MSW Report, 2010). Disposal of waste to a landfill has correspondingly decreased 
from 89% of the amount generated in 1980 to about 54% of MSW in 2010 (EPA MSW Report, 2010). 
 The EPA estimates residential waste to be 55 – 65% of total waste generation whereas 
businesses, schools, and hospitals account for 35 – 45% (EPA MSW Report, 2010). The 2010 EPA 
MSW Report shows that about half of MSW is currently still being sent to landfills. The U.S. per capita 
waste quantity is twice that of any other country and the amount of garbage we produce continues to 
rise. The proliferation of waste can be attributed to the growing use of packaging, convenience items, 
and disposable products.  
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Figure 9.1. MSW Generation Rates, 1960 to 2010. This figure shows how much waste generation 
has increased in total and per capita in the U.S. since 1960. Source: EPA MSW Report, 2010. 
 

  
 According to the University of Oregon (UO), school campuses generate large quantities of 
waste, much of which can be recycled, reused, or composted (UO Zero Waste Program, 2010). Many 
colleges and universities continue to further improve their campus waste management programs and 
have taken part in national waste reduction initiatives such as Recyclemania, a national tournament 
that encourages schools to reduce waste and increase recycling. Increasing recycling efforts can 
reduce air and water pollution, conserve natural resources, lower waste disposal costs and identify 
revenue opportunities as shown in section 9.5.2 of this chapter (Recyclemania Tournament, 2013).  
 With respect to hazardous waste, out of all states in the U.S., California is ranked #11 by the 
EPA based on the quantity (534,704 tons) of hazardous waste that is generated per state each year 
and regulated under the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 (National Biennial 
RCRA Hazardous Waste Report, 2011). In 2010, the amount of hazardous waste that was generated 
by colleges, universities and professional schools was part of the top 50 quantities of hazardous 
waste produced in the U.S. along with pipeline transportation of natural gas and highway/street 
construction (National Biennial RCRA Hazardous Waste Report, 2011).  

9.2  History of Waste Management at Chapman  
9.2.1  Overview 
 From 2005 to 2013, Chapman improved its waste management programs using a variety of 
strategies which include the development of student and faculty sustainability committees and new 
staff positions that directly involve managing the University’s waste. Over this eight-year period, 
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Figure 9.2.  
Model and size of  
blue recycle bins. 

Chapman advanced the most in the area of waste reduction by implementing a number of educational 
and management programs as described in section 9.2.2. 

9.2.2  Past accomplishments 
Hazardous Waste 
 In 2005, Chapman hired its first Environmental Health and Safety Manager, Karen Swift. Since 
then, Chapman has been able to better manage and reduce its hazardous waste in many ways. Prior 
to Swift’s position, Chapman had many areas that needed improvement regarding cost-efficiency, 
safety and program development. For example, Chapman’s science department used to store 
excessive quantities of chemicals because it was cheaper to purchase these hazardous materials in 
bulk. This form of purchasing and storing chemicals changed shortly after Swift was hired because 
when chemicals are stored for a long period of time, the containers can degrade and not just create 
multiple safety hazards but potential spills resulting in costly clean up and disposal charges.  In 
addition, there are building code requirements and regulations that rank different types of hazardous 
materials by hazard class and quantities that can be handled and stored in a room at once for safety 
purposes. To improve the storage safety of hazardous materials, Swift has developed chemical 
storage guidelines and a full chemical inventory using ChemTracker, an electronic chemical inventory 
program developed by Stanford University. The ChemTracker program can generate reports 
containing a variety of chemical information which describes storage compatibility, health hazards and 
regulatory limits for reporting and tracking purposes. From 2005 to 2013, Chapman has passed all 
hazardous waste and fire/building inspections done by the County of Orange Environmental Branch 
and the City of Orange Fire Department –successfully meeting all local, state and federal regulations. 
Non-Hazardous Waste 

 According to Chapman’s Facilities Department Business Manager, Cindy 
Graves, the University received a grant from the City of Orange to purchase recycle 
bins in 2006. This recycling initiative marked the start of the small blue recycle bins 
that are now found in offices and classrooms at Chapman (See Figure 9.2). This 
project involved training the University’s custodial service personnel to dispose of 
recyclable waste separately. Chapman’s recycle rate increased shortly after this 
initiative was implemented and as a result, the University replaced a number of its 3-
yard landfill waste bins with 3-yard recycle bins.  

 From 2008-2009, a recycling initiative led by the Chapman Faculty Environmental Senate 
ensured that every classroom and office had a blue recycle bin. This process entailed first surveying 
every accessible classroom and office on campus and then placing a recycle bin in any room that 
was not covered through the 2006 recycle initiative. In 2010, a similar initiative was adopted by the 
Chapman Office of Housing & Residence Life. All residence hall buildings now have a recycle bin in 
every room. For more information, refer to the recycling section of the audit, Chapter 7.  
 In 2010, the city of Orange changed its waste and recycling service provider from Waste 
Management to CR&R. This decision was made because CR&R’s bid came in at about $1 per 
household less for waste pick-up services. Since Chapman is tied to the city contract, CR&R is also 
now responsible for picking up the University’s landfill and recycled waste. For more information on 
how this change affected Chapman, refer to the Landfill Waste & Recycling Progress Report in 
section 9.3.2. 
 In an effort to reduce plastic waste, Chapman installed refillable water bottle stations in various 
locations of the University campus in 2010. Each station has a meter that calculates the amount of 
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Figure 9.3. Photo of a WYW  Event. 

plastic bottles that are saved by refilling instead of purchasing another water bottle. For more 
information, refer to the recycling section of the audit, Chapter 7.  
 Also in 2010, Chapman hired its first Sustainability Manager, Mackenzie Crigger. While 
Mackenzie’s work does not solely involve waste management, she has developed and implemented a 
number of University waste reduction initiatives since her start date. More information regarding 
Mackenzie’s involvement with waste management is provided in section 9.3 under Chapman’s current 
status for waste management programs. 
 In 2011, Sodexo began conducting “Weigh Your Waste” 
(WYW) events in the Randall Dining Commons in an effort to raise 
awareness about the food scrap waste that is generated by 
students on a daily basis (See Figure 9.3). The WYW events have 
continued since and have been led by student interns and Sodexo’s 
Marketing Director, Jennifer Harris. These events educate students 
on the importance behind lowering post-consumer waste. The WYW 
team keeps track of the number of students and quantity of edible 
and non-edible food that is wasted during lunch periods (11:30 am – 
1:30 pm) in the Randall Dinning Commons a few times per 
semester. This process has involved collecting and weighing 
student food waste before it is placed on the dishwashing carousel. From Fall of 2011 to Spring of 
2013, the average amount of compost waste has decreased from 4.6 to 3.2 pounds per student per 
lunch period. For more information, refer to the dining services section of the audit, Chapter 3 
(Crigger, 2013).  
 During the Spring semester of 2011, Chapman University participated in the national 
Recyclemania Tournament for the first time. Recyclemania is a friendly competition and 
benchmarking tool for college and university recycling programs to promote waste reduction activities 
within their campus communities (Recyclemania Tournament, 2013). Chapman’s participation was 
made possible through its Department of Student Civic Engagement. Over an 8 week period, the 
University’s per capita recycling baseline amount was 21.30 pounds (Recyclemania Results, 2011). 
This quantity was calculated using weight assumptions provided by Recyclemania for schools who 
cannot weight their waste (Full trash bin = 675 pounds). Last but not least, the waste analysis only 
looked at residence hall waste and therefore the baseline quantity is not representative of the 
University as a whole. 
 Also in 2011, Chapman renovated Argyros Forum and during the process installed waste bins 
that are divided in half to accommodate for both recycling and landfill waste. This type of bin offers a 
convenience factor for users by not having to search for an individual recycle or landfill waste bin 
when discarding trash. For more information, refer to the recycling section of the audit, Chapter 7. 

9.3  Current Status of Waste Management at Chapman  
 Chapman has recently adopted initiatives that will allow the University to further reduce its 
waste quantity and disposal costs in addition to its environmental impact. 

9.3.1 Hazardous Waste 
 Despite an increase in the number of teaching laboratories and research now performed, 
Chapman has been able to maintain its Small Quantity Generator (SQG) status, generating under 
1,000 kilograms of hazardous waste in any one month and under a 5 ton annual limit. Chapman 
collects and then stores all universal and electronic wastes on campus until they are picked-up by 
outside disposal companies. These types of waste include various kinds of fluorescent light bulbs, 
batteries, mercury containing devices, ballasts, and any equipment with electronic parts. Aside from 
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Figure 9.5. Photo of waste compactor with mixed 
waste. 

main campus locations, Chapman also collects hazardous waste from residence halls at the end of 
each academic year. In addition, the University’s Environmental Health & Safety Manager oversees 
post-construction storm-water quality management plans where Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
are followed in order to minimize the Chapman’s water discharge into storm drains. 
 Although electronic waste is collected at the end of every school year, Chapman currently does 
not have an official place where students can dispose of electronic waste during the year. Chapman’s 
Environmental Health &Safety Manager has attempted to create an electronic waste space by placing 
some plastic containers in the Hashinger Science Center Office #106 for electronic waste. The 2013 
Chapman Environmental Audit Survey asked students if they knew where to dispose of electronic 
waste at Chapman. Out of 977 student respondents, 97% said no and 3% said yes (See Figure 9.4).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.3.2 Non-Hazardous Waste  
Compost Waste 
 In an effort to divert compost waste from entering 
landfills, Chapman will replace its waste compactor 
(located outside Randall Dining Commons facing Davis 
Apartments) with a food digester during the Spring 
semester of 2013.This initiative will improve recycling 
efforts and reduce landfill waste. Food scraps and 
recyclable items such as cardboard boxes are currently 
being mixed together inside the compactor and sent to 
a landfill (Figure 9.5). Since the food digester can only 
take in food scrap waste, recyclable items will now 
have to be sent to recycle bins. For more information, 
refer to the dining services section of the audit, Chapter 
3.  
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Figure 9.4. Student response when asked if they know where they can 
dispose of electronic waste at Chapman (n=977). 
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Landfill Waste & Recycling –Progress Report 
 Chapman’s bill for MSW is divided into three separate accounts: School of Law Waste, 
Campus Waste, and Residence Hall Waste. Since CR&R cannot provide weight data for Chapman’s 
MSW, this report analyzes waste disposal costs to get an idea of how much waste is being generated 
by the University per fiscal year. The monthly cost for Chapman’s landfill waste bins is based on bin 
size and pick-up frequency. While disposal costs for landfill waste vary from year to year, Chapman’s 
recycle bins are always picked up at no cost. This report analyzes the years 2007 through 2012 to be 
able to compare how waste disposal costs changed after the transition from WM and CR&R.  
 Over the years, the School of Law Waste has been the only account that has stayed consistent 
with bin quantity and pick-up frequency. The Campus and Residence Hall Waste accounts have 
changed a great amount due to Chapman’s new buildings and increase in population size which has 
led to waste overflow charges and more pick-up service costs. In this report, the School of Law Waste 
account was used as a case study to analyze waste management practices at Chapman. The tables 
below show how much Chapman paid to dispose of the School of Law waste from 2007 to 2012 
through Waste Management and CR&R. 
School of Law Waste: 

Waste Management 
 

2007-2008 

Period Monthly 
Charge 

Number of Bins (3-
yard) 

Number of  
Pick-Ups / 

Week 

Cost/Bin 
Pick-up 

June - December $716.72 4 3 $14.93 
January - May $739.20 4 3 $15.40 

2008-2009 

Period Monthly 
Charge 

Number of Bins (3-
yard) 

Number of  
Pick-Ups / 

Week 

Cost/Bin 
Pick-up 

June - December $739.20 4 3 $15.40 
January - May $794.64 4 3 $16.56 

2009-2010 

Period Monthly 
Charge 

Number of Bins (3-
yard) 

Number of 
Pick-Ups / 

Week 

Cost/Bin 
Pick-up 

June - January $794.64 4 3 $16.56 
 
CR&R 

 
2010 

Period Monthly 
Charge 

Number of Bins (3-
yard) 

Number of 
Pick-Ups / 

Week 
Cost/Bin 
Pick-Up 

February - May $373.92 4 3 $7.79 
2010-2011 
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Period Monthly 
Charge 

Number of Bins (3-
yard) 

Number of  
Pick-Ups / 

Week 
Cost/Bin 
Pick-up 

June - May $280.44 3 3 $7.79 
2011-2012 

Period Monthly 
Charge 

Number of Bins (3-
yard) 

Number of  
Pick-Ups / 

Week 
Cost/Bin 
Pick-up 

June - May $287.19 3 3 $7.98 
 

 When Chapman switched from WM to CR&R, annual landfill waste disposal costs for the 
School of Law decreased by about 47% ($5,050). At the start of the 2010-2011 fiscal year, the School 
of Law switched one of its landfill waste bins for a recycle bin. This change has helped Chapman 
save an average of $95 per month which is equivalent to $1,140 per year. Figure 9.6 shows how 
waste disposal costs have decreased since 2007 due to lower bin pick-up charges and increased 
recycling efforts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The School of Law Waste case study shows that increasing recycling efforts can be financially 
beneficial for Chapman. Due to time constraints, the trash inside the landfill waste bins was not 
officially examined but from simple bin observations, enough recyclable waste was found inside these 
bins to recommend Chapman reducing their number of bins to 2. At current bin pick-up prices, this 
switch in the School of Law Waste account can save the University about $96 per month or $1150 per 
year. One way recycling efforts can improve in this part of the University is by having students give 
staff members from the Business, Registrar, Telecom, Agora Book Store, and Law offices a 
presentation on how to properly recycle and reduce landfill waste.  
 Although the costs for the Campus and Residence Hall waste accounts were not thoroughly 
analyzed as was done for the School of Law waste, Figure 9.7 and 9.8 show the annual waste costs 
for these two accounts since 2007. 

Figure 9.6. Disposal costs for School of Law waste from 2007 -2012.Waste management providers 
changed to CR&R midway through the 2009-2010 fiscal year. 
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 Although landfill waste disposal costs have decreased for Campus and Residence Hall Waste 
since Chapman switched from WM to CR&R, they have not been consistent. For example, while 
examining the bills for these two areas of Chapman, some of their charges were not found in the 
corresponding account. The bills for these two accounts also showed that some months had 
significantly higher costs than others and the reason for being so is unclear. In addition, extra charges 
were found from CR&R for landfill waste bins that do not exist at specified locations as stated on 
Chapman’s waste bills. For example:  

• Chapman is currently being charged for 7 landfill waste bins for the 541 N. Center Street bin 
location when there are only 4 bins of this kind as shown in Figure 9.9. 

• The Harris Apartments bin location currently has 2 landfill waste bins (See Figure 9.10) and is 
getting billed for 3. 
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Figure 9.8. Disposal costs for Residence Hall Waste from 2007 -2012.Waste management providers 
changed to CR&R midway through the 2009-2010 fiscal year. 
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Figure 9.7. Disposal costs for Campus Waste from 2007 -2012.Waste management providers 
changed to CR&R midway through the 2009-2010 fiscal year. 
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 According to Chapman’s Facilities Sustainability Manager and Business Manager, both of 
these areas use to have the number of bins that Chapman is currently getting charged for about a 
year ago. Chapman reduced its number of bins at these locations but CR&R never adjusted the waste 
charges and therefore has been charging the University extra since. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Campus Waste & Recycling System 

 Chapman recently installed 3 dual BigBelly units on its main 
campus which contain both trash and recycling compartments (See 
Figure 9.11). The BigBelly units are solar powered and their function is 
to compress waste into a condensed form to allow for more trash to 
accumulate before pick-up. Once the BigBelly bins are full and ready to 
be emptied out, Chapman’s custodial service, Aramark, is notified 
through an electronic message. The BigBelly bins have replaced 13 
trash/recycle bins and reduced the amount of waste pick-ups on campus 
from two times a day to 1.3 times per week (Crigger, 2013). The total 
cost for the BigBelly units was about $6,000. This dual trash and 
recycling system makes it more convenient for individuals to dispose of 
their waste at Chapman which is an important factor to address in order 

to increase recycling and reduce landfill waste. The 2013 Chapman Environmental Audit Survey 
asked students “If you have to dispose of an item that is recyclable, do you hold on to it until you find 
a recycle bin or do you place it in the nearest trashcan?” Out of 977 respondents, 28% said they 
always hold on to it, 53% sometimes hold on to it, 12% will place it the first bin they see and 7% will at 
times place it in a trashcan.  

9.4  Concluding Assessment   
9.4.1  Areas of progress 
 Chapman continues to improve its waste reduction initiatives for both hazardous and non-
hazardous waste. The University’s current waste management programs such as the BigBelly units 
on the main campus and double-sided bins in Argyros Forum, offer the Chapman community a 
convenience factor when discarding waste. In addition, most if not all rooms on campus and in the 
residence halls should now have a recycle and trash bin. Compost waste from the Randall Dining 

Figure 9.11. Photo of a  
BigBelly unit by Beckman Hall. 

Figure 9.10. Photo of trash and recycle bins near 
Harris Apartments, 595 N. Center Street. 

Figure 9.9. Photo of trash and recycle bins 
near Henley Hall, 541N. Center Street (1 of the 
4 trash bins is not shown in this picture but it is 
located on the bottom left corner) 
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Commons should be completely diverted from landfills soon and students seem interested in reusing 
items that would otherwise be sent to a landfill.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
9.4.2  Areas in which to improve 
 Chapman currently does not have anyone managing all of the University waste data as a 
whole. In order to further improve recycling efforts and reduce landfill waste disposal costs, it is 
advised that all waste data be kept under the supervision of a university staff member that can 
develop waste reduction goals for Chapman. This would also allow Chapman’s Sustainability Manger 
to focus more on other initiatives such as energy cost efficiency, which is currently the university’s 
largest utility bill. 

9.4.3  Existing gaps in knowledge 
 One area where Chapman lacks knowledge is waste quantity by mass for the University as a 
whole. Chapman’s Sustainability Manager has attempted to obtain this data from our current waste 
and recycling service contractor, CR&R, but efforts have not been successful. According to CR&R, 
they cannot solely weight Chapman’s waste because they conduct other pick-ups around the area 
when making trips to the University campus.  
 From 1995 to 2013, Chapman experienced its greatest construction activity and has grown 
three times in size over this time period. Abacus Project Management Inc. has been Chapman’s 
construction contractor since 2001. With respect to construction waste, the abatement standard rate 
for the City of Orange is 50%. In 2010, Chapman’s Sustainability Manager increased the university’s 
abatement standard rate to 60%. Although Chapman has taken steps to further reduce the amount of 
construction waste that is sent to a landfill, there is currently no record as to how Abacus has 
disposed of the university’s waste over the last 12 years.  

9.5  Recommendations 
9.5.1  Low cost/effort 

• To reduce paper consumption at Chapman, campus computers can be set to double-sided 
printing by default. According to Chapman’s Technology Project Manager, Richard Jenkins, 
many but not all computers can be set to double-sided printing. However, once this setting is in 
place, it will stay this way even after rebooting a computer. In regards to printers, if they are 
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Figure 9.12. Behavior of students when they have to dispose of a recyclable item at Chapman. 
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Figure 9.13. Student interest in having double-sided printing by default on campus 
computers (n=977). 

five years old or less, they will most likely be able to print double-sided. For instructions on how 
to set HP computers to double-sided printing, see Figure 9.A.3. in the appendix. 

  The 2013 Chapman Environmental Audit Survey asked students if they would be 
interested in having campus computers set to double-sided printing by default. Out of 977 
student respondents, 76% percent were interested, 12% remained neutral and 12% were not 
as interested (See Figure 9.13). 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

• In order to develop a sustainable construction waste management program, Abacus should be 
required to provide a waste abatement report for every project in their contract. Without this 
information, Chapman cannot confirm whether Abacus is really meeting the University 
abatement rate standards. 

9.5.2  Moderate cost/effort 
• In order to obtain quantitative data for Chapman’s non-hazardous waste, the University should 

conduct a campus-wide waste audit using students, staff, and faculty volunteers. Obtaining this 
information can help Chapman develop strategies to further reduce waste costs and increase 
recycling. For information on how to conduct a waste audit, refer to section 9.8.5 in the 
appendix. 

• In an effort to further reduce landfill waste, Chapman can adopt a Freecycle program which 
involves collecting items donated by students, staff, and faculty year-round. Items can range 
from clothing to extra office supplies including bulky items such as furniture. A team of students 
usually referred to as the “green team” at other institutions, would then put on an annual event 
where these items can be taken by other students, staff and faculty. Items that are left over can 
be then sent to local donation shelters. Freecycle programs are very popular at other schools 
such as Harvard University, Tufts University, and UCLA. The Harvard University Office for 
Sustainability developed a policy for collecting items year around which made this program 
very well-known and successful (Endicott, 2010). Chapman has the potential to start a 
Freecycle program by building on what is currently being done by its Facilities Department in 
regards to furniture collection and storage. For more information on the collection and storage 
of furniture, refer to the procurement section of the audit, Chapter 6. 
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In addition, similar initiatives have already been implemented but on a smaller scale such as 
the 2013 Super Swap for Earth Week event at Chapman for Sustainability Week. This event 
encouraged members of the Chapman community to swap items that they don’t need any 
more with others as oppose to throwing them in the trash.  
 If money is needed to offset storage costs and collection services, the Freecycle 
program can sell reusable items back to students at a discounted price. The 2013 Chapman 
Environmental Audit Survey asked students “If Chapman were to save re-usable items from 
student-end-of-the-year waste, such as televisions and refrigerators, how interested would you 
be in purchasing such items at the start of a new academic year for low prices?”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

9.5.3  High cost/effort 
Recycling Program 
 As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Chapman has its recyclable waste picked up at no cost by 
CR&R but does not recoup the value of this type of waste which can be sold for a profit. Some 
colleges and universities such as Santiago Canyon College, Loyola Marymount University and 
Orange Coast College, both close to Chapman, have created their own recycling programs that have 
allowed them to benefit financially. Figure 9.8.4 in the Appendix has a list of the types of recyclable 
waste that can be sold to local recycling plants. If a recycling program of this type were to be 
implemented at Chapman, the university can operate it in one of three ways:  
 
A. The university can work with a local recycling plant and pay for two things:  
1) Renting recycle bins  
2) Bin pick-up service 
 This method of recycling can help save time and effort by having a scheduled bin pick-up 
service done by the recycling plant. However, when working with an off-cite recycling plant, one has 
to make sure that the bins are 100% full before pick-up otherwise the institution runs the risk of paying 
more for the service pick-up than what it can receive as profit from the recyclables.  
 

Figure 9.15. Student interest in purchasing reusable items that would otherwise be donated 
or sent to a landfill (n=977). 
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B. The university can work with an intermediate recycling company that can store, sort, and pick up 
their recyclable waste for some cost that can vary depending on the amount of material and pick-
up trips needed. 

 
C. The university can invest in purchasing its own recycling bins that can store recyclable waste and 

use university vehicles to transport all recyclable waste to a local recycling plant.  
 

9.5.4  Future areas of research 
 Once Chapman conducts a University wide waste audit, it can explore what buildings on 
campus lack awareness of its waste reduction initiatives. The level of understanding sustainability can 
vary from building to building and it is important for Chapman to strategically address its weakest 
areas. Students can be involved with this type of work and help keep track of how buildings improve 
over time.  

9.6  Contacts 
Mackenzie Crigger, Energy Conservation and Sustainability Manager, Facilities Management, 
Chapman University (crigger@chapman.edu, 714-997-6658 ext. 7370)  
Karen Swift, Environmental Health & Safety Manager, Risk  Management, Chapman University 
(swift@chapman.edu, 714-628-2888)  
Cindy Graves, Department Business Manager, Facilities Management, Chapman University 
(cgraves@chapman.edu, 714-997-6658 ext. 6575)  
Richard Jenkins, Technology Project Manager, Information Systems & Technology, Chapman 
University (rjenkins@chapman.edu, 714-744-2174)  
Regan Winston, Director of Custodial Services, Aramark, Chapman University (Winston-
regan@aramark.com, 714-470-3056)   
Kurt Riedl, Director of Project Management, Abacus, Chapman University 
(Kurt.riedl@abacus.abengoa.com, 714-538-3300) 
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9.8  Appendices 
9.8.1 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: Wastes 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: Wastes 
Non-Hazardous Waste  
Categories:  
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)—more commonly known as trash or garbage—consists of everyday 
items we use and then throw away, such as product packaging, grass clippings, furniture, clothing, 
bottles, food scraps, newspapers, appliances, paint, and batteries.  
Industrial Waste 

• Construction & Demolition (C&D) – Consists of the debris generated during the construction, 
renovation and demolition of buildings, roads, and bridges (EPA, 2012). Concrete, wood, 
metals, bricks, salvaged doors and plumbing fixtures are some examples of C&D materials. 

• Medical –Solid waste that is generated in the diagnosis, treatment, or immunization of human 
beings or animals, in research pertaining thereto, or in the production or testing of biologicals.  
Medical waste includes removed body organs, culture dishes and other glassware, and 
discarded surgical gloves. 

 
Hazardous Waste  
Categories: 

• Listed Wastes: Wastes that EPA has determined are hazardous. The lists include the F-list 
(wastes from common manufacturing and industrial processes), K-list (wastes from specific 
industries), and P- and U-lists (wastes from commercial chemical products). 

• Characteristic Wastes: Wastes that do not meet any of the listings above but that exhibit 
ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity.  

• Universal Wastes: Batteries, pesticides, mercury-containing equipment (e.g., thermostats) and 
lamps (e.g., fluorescent bulbs). 

• Mixed Wastes: Waste that contains both radioactive and hazardous waste components.  
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9.8.2 MSW Recycling Rates, 1960-2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.8.3 IS&T: Double-Sided Printing Instructions 
Below are instructions on how to set HP computers to double-sided printing. Other types may vary but 
generally the steps should be very similar:  
 
1. Click on the start button in the lower left hand corner of your screen 
2. Click on devices/computers 
3. Right click on your current default printer 
4. Select printing preferences 
5. Depending on your printer you might see a box that says, “print on both sides” with a drop down 

box of “yes” or “no” 
6. Click on this setting and save 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9.A.2 MSW Recycling Rates, 1960 to 2010. This figure shows how much the recycling rate 
has increased in total and per capita in the U.S. since 1960. Source: EPA MSW Report, 2010) 
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9.8.4 Allan Company: Prices for Recyclable Materials 
 
Current Recycling Market – Allan Company, Santa Ana, CA (2013) 
 

Materials  Price per 
Ton 

 Wooden Pallets Price per Pallet 

Hard White Paper $180.00  40" x 48" Four Way $2.50  
Computer Paper $150.00  40" x 48" Regular $1.00  
White Ledger 
Paper 

$150.00  36" x 36" Regular $1.00  

Cardboard $130.00  Any other measure above 36" x 36" $1.00  
White Blank Paper $100.00    
Office Pack Paper $90.00  Other recyclables Price per 

Pound 
Coated Book 
Stock  

$90.00  #6 Plastic $5.69  

Color Ledger 
Paper 

$70.00  #4 Plastic $2.06  

Newspaper  $70.00  Aluminum Cans $1.97  
Heavy Print BSK $70.00  #1 Copper (263) $1.90  
Foreign Cardboard $50.00  #2 Copper (264) $1.80  
Magazines $50.00  #3 Plastic $1.33  
Chipboard $40.00  Red Brass (272) $1.15  
Mix Paper $40.00  Yellow Brass (271) $1.10  
Cores of 
Cardboard 

$15.00  Pet Plastic #1 $1.07  

Poly BSK $15.00  #1 Insulated Copper Wire (265) $0.85  
   HDPE Plastic #2 $0.60  
   #5 Plastic $0.38  
   Mix Clean Aluminum (280) $0.35  
   #2 Insulated Copper Wire (266) $0.35  
   Bi-metal $0.32  
   #7 Plastic $0.32  
   #3 Insulated Copper Wire (257)  $0.30  
   Stainless Steel (290) $0.30  
   Brass Contaminated (269) $0.20  
   Glass $0.11  
   Iron/Steel (296) $0.06  
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9.8.5 Natural Resources Defense Council: How to Perform a Waste Audit  
In order to create an accurate representation of your waste stream and recycling efforts, consider 
performing multiple waste audits at different seasons during year.  

1. Ensure proper safety measures. 
Provide thick gloves to sorters, and make sure everyone has had a tetanus shot. Involve the 
company’s occupational health and safety director.  

2. Ensure proper confidentially measures. 
The waste stream may contain personal and private information that should be kept confidential. 
Ensure that no documents are being read during the audit and that nothing leaves the auditing 
area. Consider having participants sign confidentiality agreements.  

3. Enlist building managers, custodial staff, and waste haulers. 
The help of building managers, custodial staff, and waste haulers is invaluable to a successful 
waste audit. These personnel can assist in gathering your business’s waste and can also 
provide logistical insights about your recycling and waste management system.  

4. Keep the timing of the audit a secret. 
By keeping the timing of a waste audit secret, you ensure that the waste you analyze is a truly 
representative sample of the waste your business generates at a particular time of year. If 
people are informed in advance of the date of a waste audit, they may increase their recycling 
efforts or otherwise alter their behavior.  

5. Collect waste. 
Work with waste haulers, custodial staff, and concessions managers to collect the waste. Make 
sure that everything collected is clearly labeled by date and location.  

6. Sort waste. 
Sort the collected waste by type, noting paper; cardboard; recyclable and non-recyclable 
plastics, glass, and metals; food waste; batteries; and so on. Make sure to note recyclable 
materials that have not been diverted for recycling.  

7. Analyze results and make recommendations. What is the composition of your business’s waste 
stream? How much can your company increase its recycling? By what methods can your 
company increase its recycling? How can waste be collected more efficiently? What are the 
opportunities to reduce waste generation? How can your business save money by altering its 
waste management systems? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


